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The Fifth Balkan Print Forum meeting will take place under the motto:
“Premium Printing – High Impact, Good Achievements”
on October 14 – 15, 2010 in the National Library of Budapest, Hungary.
Please, send your registration until September 10 th to: rossitza@gmx.de
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ROLAND 900, XXL:
a print-run millionaire
Himmer tallies over two million print sheets
with perfecting
Over two million sheets have already been printed.
Just a few weeks after start-up, the Augsburg (Germany) printing company Himmer is gathering substantial benefits from its first sheetfed press worldwide in format 8 with perfecting.
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Among the press operators at the printing company Himmer AG, format 8 is already known as the “gold format”
since the ROLAND 900, XXL is setting new standards,
especially in perfecting.
© manroland, Photo: Herbert Gairhos

Achieving excellent quality from the very start, Himmer, a publication printer, was able to do the production for numerous newly acquired orders on the ROLAND 900, XXL. In order to handle the large order
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volume, Himmer recently switched from two-shift to
three-shift production: a considerable development,
given the fact that 64 four-color DIN A4 pages are
printed nearly twice as fast with perfecting than they
would be in two straight printing runs.
New standards in cost-efficient production
Himmer can take advantage of a highly productive
simultaneous two-sided perfecting process that
avoids downstream matching. This reduces waste
and eliminates allowance for the second side. The
full print run can always be started with confidence.
With InlineColorPilot, the integrated ink density
measurement and control system, a good-sheet status
is achieved immediately, and excellent quality is
guaranteed throughout the print run.
Ease in handling
The print sheets in format 8 (up to 1870 x 1310 mm)
are separated into two precise format 5 piles by the
InlineSlitter, which is integrated in the sheet delivery,
and prepared for simple finishing in conventional
sheet folders. When compared to format 7B, this
increases the folio on a single sheet by up to 100 percent for many products.

their presses, their customers, and not least, the
country, its people, language and regional characteristics. Six technical and electrical specialists, for just
one example, have been stationed in Dubai since
2007 together with our sales partner Dynagraph.
Their theatre of operation covers ten countries of the
Arabian peninsula. In this region alone the team
looks after more than 30 newspaper and commercial
presses.
The service hubs successively set up in Australia,
North, Central and South America, as well as in
South Africa and south-east Asia, work the same
way. This means that our customers now have a direct manroland contact in their own region, instead of
primarily Ferrostaal employees, as it was in the
past.”

Info: manroland AG

printservices:
manroland ready around the world
Service hubs on every continent
for fast support

Familiarity with the customer’s presses, and quickly onsite: manroland’s service technicians at work around the
world.
© manroland, Photo: Andreas Pohlmann

Pro-active and preventative
Working on-site with printing companies is a
Well-trained service technicians from the web offset straightforward partnership based on a plannable
sector are stationed at seven newly created service budget and on printservice’s range of benefits: In the
hubs and at our market organization’s forty locations web offset sector, customers can also combine indiaround the world. These people are our customers’ vidual services, such as press upkeep, thermgraphy,
trusted contact: always close, they’re ready to provide enhanced inspections, a 24-hour hotline and 24-hour
their expertise for everything from commissioning, service, and training courses. What’s decisive is the
preventative maintenance and servicing, to offering regular presence of the technicians at the customer.
quick help in emergencies.
They check the presses, discover potential issues in
advance, take preventative measures, and recommanroland is currently deploying additional techni- mend sensible, planned maintenance intervals. In this
cians from the web offset sector to reinforce its on- way, they help companies not only improve their
site presence around the world. Previously, special- press performance and availability, but also keep reists had to fly from Germany to wherever help was pair costs down and ensure the lasting value of the
needed. “The advantage of being close to the customer entire press system.
is enormous,” says Jens Maul, Vice President of printservices web offset systems. “Our specialists know
Info: manroland AG
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News from Bosnia and Herzegovina
The professional meeting “The Future of the Printing
industry of Bosnia and Herzegovina” took place on
May 13, 2010 in Sarajevo. It has been organised by
the Association of Printing industry of the Foreign
Trade Chamber of Bosnia and Herzegovina.

and publishing“ will start on 1 November 2010. High
qualified Russian and Bulgarian teachers will present
lectures in both languages for the duration of four
semesters. Both universities will acknowledge the
graduate degree.

Info: Printing Industry Union of Bulgaria

The 22nd International Book Trade Fair took place on
April 21–26, 2010 in Sarajevo under the motto
“Books, the world of creative education”. It was the
biggest Book Trade Fair in Bosnia and Herzegovina
with more than 200 participating publishers from the
region.
On May 17–19, 2010 Sarajevo hosted the second international symposium „Digitalisation of the Cultural
heritage“.
Info: Association of Printing industry,
Bosnia and Herzegovina

News from Bulgaria
The Specialized Higher School of Library and Information Technologies, Sofia, and the Moscow
State University of Printing Arts have started a new
common initiative. At the beginning of June 2010
both rectors prof. Tsiganenko and prof. Denchev
signed an Agreement for cooperation. The new master programme „Information technology in the media
industry“ of the speciality „Management in printing

Conference „d PRINT“
Trends in Digital Printing
Organisers: TECTUS d.o.o., Zagreb, Institute of
Packaging and Graphic Arts, “Ambalaža” and
“REGprint” trade journals.
The conference will take place in Zagreb, on September 16, 2010. Its aim is to show the latest technical and technological achievements of global machines, devices and equipment manufacturers in the
area of digital print production. The presentations
will be held by the experts from the leading manufacturers who will provide numerous practical examples of the possibilities which digital print offers
for business development and providing value added
services. The following companies have already announced their participation: Agfa, Canon, HP Indigo,
Konica Minolta, Screen, Xeikon and Xerox.
The conference is addressed to print service providers (owners, printers, pre-press staff, sales and development employees), marketing agencies, brand
managers, marketing and packaging development
managers from the region (Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Croatia, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Slovenia).
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MEET THE BUYERS – Technological Forum – organized individual meetings with lecturers or commercially available equipment manufacturers with
the intention of opening new business relations and
direct insight of the offers available on the regional
market.
Commercial exposition of materials, equipment and
digital printing products will be organized parallel to
the conference where participants will have the opportunity to see the real possibilities of the latest
technologies.
Selected topics:
• Web to Print – Business Development Platform
• Transpromo Printing
• Wide Format Ink-Jet Printing
• Personalized Packaging
• One-to-One Marketing – Printing and Marketing
Synergy
• Transition from Selling Print to Selling Solutions
• Variable Data Printing – Added Value with Added
Price

ation does not have an own scientific research institute but it involves the active part of the technical intelligence and organizations concerned in technical
improvement including the institutions of professional education in Hungary (the Óbuda University representing the basis of the higher education in the
field of media will join iarigai as an individual member from the 2nd half of 2010).
In the 45 years of history of iarigai there has been no
example for holding any program or leaders’ meeting
in Hungary. Now the ice is broken and the general
staff of the organization has chosen Budapest as venue of one of its most important meetings. In this selection considerable role can be attributed to the fact
that also Budapest will host the annual conference
being the most prestigious scientific event of our
profession from 11 through 14 September 2011.
The international presidency of iarigai consisting of
seven members, in addition to discussing many important issues concerning the organization, visited
the future venues of the conference and listened to
and approved the report on the preparations. Accordingly, the venue of the 2011 iarigai Research Symposium will be the National Széchényi Library having long history.

For more information:
TECTUS d.o.o., Radnička cesta 48, 10 000 Zagreb
Phone.: +385 1 60 62 882 • Fax: +385 1 60 62 889 •
E-mail: tectus-institut@ambalaza.hr
Info: TECTUS

Iarigai Board Meeting
June 4-5, 2010, Budapest, Hungary
Iarigai is the top organization of the scientific and
technical research institutes in the field of printing
media. Hungary has been a member of it for almost
40 years. In the year 1989, following the social transformation in Hungary, also the independent research
institute of the graphic arts was swept down. The
Hungarian specialists had wished to maintain the international relations and the only way for that
seemed to be a professionally independent organization to continue the membership. Thus the Technical
Association of the Paper and Printing Industry has
become a member of iarigai. The Technical Associ-

(from left) Prof. Ulrike Herzau-Gerhardt (Leipzig, Germany); Dr. Mladen Lovreček, General secretary (Zágreb,
Croatia); Prof. Andre Dion (Montreal, Canada); Ms. Helene Juhola, president (Helsinki, Finland); Dr. Timothy
Claypole (Swansea, UK); Mr. Manfred Werfel (IFRA,
Darmstadt, Germany); Prof. Nils Enlund (KTH, Stockholm, Sweden) and Dr. Csaba Horváth, Dr. Erzsébet Novotny, Mr. Sándor Pesti (Hungary).

A special feature of the conference is that it will have
a 0-day programme when the participants in a oneday tour will travel to Debrecen and Hortobágy, at
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the invitation of the Alföldi Printing Company then
celebrating its 450 anniversary. The Alföldi Printing
Company in Debrecen was established in 1561 and
its peculiarity is that it has been operating continuously since then. During the storms of the centuries
the owners had been at one time the Calvinistic
Church or the municipality at other times but its activity has never stopped. Over the last decades it has improved to be one of the biggest book printing companies in Hungary and it is considered as an important
printing company on a European scale, as well.
Interestingly, the venue of the Fifth Balkan Print Forum in 2010 will be also in the Buda castle district, in
the National Széchényi Library located in the former
Royal palace.
The Hungarian Technical Association of the Paper
and Printing Industry works on providing beneficial
conditions for the Balkan Print Forum members for
the 2011 iarigai conference.
Info: Technical Association of the Paper
and Printing Industry, Hungary

Improvinbg the Printing Quality
of Flexographic Presses
DOT REPRO S.A., Athens, Greece presented a few
months ago their new flexographic prepress department pioneering with a Dupont’s Cyrel-Fast plate
imaging system and new flexographic service solutions. The company has 31 years of knowledge and
experience in offering high quality prepress services
for the graphic arts industry.
The management of DOT REPRO is very proud of
the new purely digital Cyrel-Fast system production
which provides an environmental friendly, 100 % liquid free, waterless, odourless and without chemicals
production process. The selection between different
dot (raster) shapes depending on the capabilities of
the flexo press is also a big advantage for the clients.
The specialized digital proofing system utilises colours such as silver, gold and white, simulates
Pantone colours, and can create proofs directly on
the substrate of the client's printing application.
Info: DOT REPRO S.A., Greece

Print Media Forum 2010
This year's Print Media Forum of the Cluster Print
and Print Media, Bavaria, Germany discussed the
objective of current issues in the industry and outlined future developments.
The Forum was opened on 6 July at BMW Lenbachplatz in Munich. Cluster speaker Karl-Georg Nickel,
State Minister Siegfried Schneider, and Professor Dr.
Jo Groebel spoke at the opening.
The actual Print Media Forum was held on 7 July in
the House of the Bavarian Economy in Munich.
“Innovations require intact networks” – this was the
key message of cluster speaker Karl-Georg Nickel.
He accentuated also the cluster's task to support the
international reputation of Bavaria as an important
media centre.
Stefan Rühling, CEO of Vogel Business Media
GmbH & Co. KG showed in his presentation “From
Print Publisher to a Multi-medial Communication
Partners – Leads, Twitter, Apps and Communities”
the change of the publishing house to an internationally active specialised media house. From Rühling's
perspective a more sophisticated world makes new
demands on the media. Thus, the journals should
work out their new future role and function in the
concert of the information channels.
Prof. Gerd Finkbeiner, Chairman of the Executive
Board of manroland AG, explained in his presentation “Perspective Print – Challenges and Opportunities for Print and Print Media” his views on the current trends and developments in the industry. After
the financial and economic crisis, the printing industry is currently in an arduous revival, and publishers and printing houses are exposed to very big
challenges. The repositioning within a multi-media
market with new and changing business and production processes calls for a new pioneer spirit. Existing
business models must therefore be reviewed, conventional patterns of thinking have to be updated and
adjusted to the new market conditions. Changes, particularly in the major market segments should be
carefully followed and analysed.
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manroland AG is focused on the customer's business
and is supporting the customer by the increase in
product value. The herewith-related “Value Added
Printing strategy” includes solutions for the valueadded printing, as how to print with innovative solutions more efficiently and valuably. “That means that
the responsibility of the machine manufacturer will
not stop by the designing of this innovative new
technology, or by the building and delivering of the
equipment, and putting it into operation and then
saying goodbye. Actually it is very important – today
more than ever: technology reaches its aim and investor, only if we manage to organise together with
the customer the processes in a way that enables receiving effectively 100 % of the provided results and
not only 70 % or 75 %”, stated Mr Finkbeiner. He
spoke also about sustainability of production and
ecology which are remaining contemporary issues
for the company.

(from left) Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck, IBM Germany GmbH;
Stefan Rühling, CEO, Vogel Business Media GmbH & Co.
KG; Karl-Georg Nickel, Cluster speaker and CEO of the
Bavarian Print and Media Federation; Ursula Heller, moderator; Prof. Gerd Finkbeiner, Chairman of the Executive
Board of manroland AG

Prof. Dr. Gunter Dueck, IBM Germany GmbH,
talked about future scenarios in a highly technological world. He pointed out the areas in which intelligent use of data have led or will lead to major
changes: starting with the intelligent IT-systems in
the health sector up to optimizing the energy consumption of households. Actually these “smart” usage features a great potential for dynamic efficiency
impulses or for finding and identification of a new
business.
The guests had the opportunity to discuss different
issues in a direct contact with the speakers.
Info: Cluster Print and Print Media, Germany

Spring Feast at Dr. Oktay Duran School
On 26th of May BASEV Women Platform organised
the “Spring Feast and Graduation Ceremony” for Dr.
Oktay Duran Technical and Industrial High School
2009-2010 Graduates. Many industry suppliers participated in the event with their booth.
Dr. Oktay Duran High School Principal Zeki Dikmen
welcomed the President of BASEV Aysan Şakar,
Küçükçekmece Mayor Aziz Yeniay, members of
BASEV Women Platform and members of the İstanbul Association of Industrialists (ISO), ISO Press
Trade Committee President Ülkü Büyükgönenç, ISO
Paper, Carton and Packing Industry Trade Committee President Fatma Saral, Ayten Hacıkurtiş, Banu
Bayru, Banu Tunçbilek Saner, Çiğdem Saka, Fatma
Apaydın, Fatma Saral, Gülay Akkuş, Layza Motola,
Nebiye Karata, Nesrin Kumral, Sevim Saral Kavruk,
Tuğba Tunçbilek Arıcı and a lot of parents who attended their children’s graduation day.

Mr. Zeki Dikmen expressed his thanks to the BASEV
Women Platform and to the supplier companies for
their contribution to the meeting of representatives
from the school and the business. The Principal pointed out that on the one side he is happy to say goodbye
to the 8th school year graduates but on the other side
he is sad because they are leaving. Mr Zeki Dikmen is
absolutely sure that in their professional live they will
keep the existing contacts with the school.
The President of BASEV Aysan Şakar stated that
since 1993 BASEV is tightly in touch with the problems of the education of specialists for the printing
industry. “Two pieces of digital printing equipment,
which cost about 100.000 Euro each, were donated
to Dr. Oktay Duran High School and to the Marmara
University by the company Canon. We are proud that
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we could manage to initiate this process of donation.
Today, our primary aim is to open a Printing Engineering Department in the Technology Faculty in
place of the closed Printing Educational Department.
For achieving that, we are working together with
many non-governmental organisations.“ Aysan Şakar
added also that BASEV intends to support the high
school graduates. He expressed his confidence that in
the near future they could successfully be working as
printing engineers. “Students are our future. Our
country and our industry have a great need of you.
We wish you a very good professional start and development”, continued Mr, Şakar. He expressed his
thanks to Dr. Oktay Duran for supporting this school
for the profession, to the school principal and the
teachers for organising the Spring Feast and Graduation Ceremony, to the BASEV Women Platform and
BASEV Coordinator Yahya Tuncer Görgün as well
as to the attending supplier companies.

REX. T-REX, 28.09. – 02.10.2010
International exhibition of advertising, marketing,
media, technology, equipment and materials for the
production of advertising
KievExpoPlaza, ExpoCenter, Kiev, Ukraine.
UPAKOVKA, 14.09. – 17.09.2010
International specialized exhibition of packaging
equipment and technologies
International Expo Center, Kiev, Ukraine
ProdMashExpo. Packaging. Trade Equipment.
OdessaProdExpo, 06.10. – 08.10.2010
ExpoCenter of Odessa Sea Port, Odessa, Ukraine
PRODMASH & PRODPACK, 26.10 – 29.10.2010
Packaging Equipment and Technologies
International Expo Center, Kiev, Ukraine
For more information: http://expo.allbiz.info/Exhibition/lang/ru/country/52/
Info: Ukrainian Academy of Printing, Lviv

International Conference of Printing,
Design and Graphic Communication
Blaž Baromić 2010

Dr. Oktay Duran handed Mr. Aysan Şakar, President
of BASEV, and Mr. Ülkü Büyükgönenç President of
the ISO Press Trade Committee, the “Certificate of
Appreciation”.
The Spring Feast and Graduation Ceremony ended
with a concert of the pop singer Ege.
Info: BASEV, Turkey

Upcoming Events in the Graphic Arts
Industry of Ukraine
VI-th International Book Fair, 18.08 – 21.08.2010
KievExpoPlaza, ExpoCenter, Kiev, Ukraine.
17-th International Book Fair, 16.09. – 19.09.2010
“Forum of Publishers in Lviv”
Potockiy Palace, Lviv, Ukraine.

The 14th International Conference of Printing, Design
and Graphic Communications Blaž Baromić will
take place on October, 6 – 9, 2010 in Senj, Croatia.
Organizers: University of Zagreb, Faculty of Graphic Arts, Croatia; Matica hrvatska Senj, Croatia; University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Natural Science and
Engineering, Slovenia; Pulp and Paper Institute,
Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Co-organizer: University of Technology, Faculty of
Chemistry, Brno, Czech Republic
Conference aim
The development of the printing technology, the new
challenges which the graphic arts industry is daily facing and the impact of all forms of communication,
require an exchange of scientific and professional
knowledge and experience in the field of printing,
design and graphic communication. The conference
will inform about the latest developments in these
and related areas in the form of lectures, poster
presentations, workshops and seminars, exhibitions,
formal and informal meetings of participants.
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General topics of the conference are: History of
printing, Book and script, Graphic communication
and media, Graphic design, Photography, Publishing,
Prepress, Press, Postpress, Packaging, Colour management, Materials, Paper and print durability, Quality control, Marketing, Ecology, Waste management
and Recycling.
Official languages are Croatian and English.

Visiting Albanian Printers
In the frame of the Balkan Print Forum exchange of
information and communication programme a visit
was paid of the BPF coordinator to the Tirana printing companies “Gurten” and “Edlora”, members of
the Albanian Print Federation.

A conference fee should be paid by the participants.
For contacts and information:
Head of Conference organization: Miroslav Mikota
Secretary: Ivana Pavlović; Mobile: +385 92 271 2150
Email: pdc.papers@gmail.com
Info: University of Zagreb,
Faculty of Graphic Arts, Croatia

GRID Symposium in Novi Sad

At the “Edlora” printing house in Tirana.

The 5th GRID Symposium and the celebration of the 10th
anniversary of the
GRID department
will take place on
November 11–12,
2010 in the conference hall of the
Faculty of Technical Sciences, University of Novi Sad, Serbia.
As a professional and scientific meeting of international importance the GRID Symposium is being
held biannually, attracting each year more participants both from Serbia and abroad.
Topics of the symposium: Graphic communications
and media; Graphic design; Typography; Photography; Publishing; Pre-press, Press, Post press;
Packaging; Colour management; Materials; Paper
and print durability; Quality control; Ecology, Waste
management and Recycling.

“Gurten” printing house in Tirana: (from left) Dr. Rossitza Velkova, BPF coordinator; Mr. Mitrush Çumashi, general manager if the “Gurten” printing company and
Chairman of the Albanian Print Federation and Ms Edlira Kame, “Edlora” printing company.

Our colleagues expressed their big interest in future
cooperation with the BPF members and partners, especially in the field of printers' education and qualification.
Info: BPF News

■▄

A symposium fee should be paid by the participants.
For more information: grid_info@uns.ac.rs
For more details: http://www.grid.uns.ac.rs/
Info: Faculty of Technical Sciences,
University of Novi Sad, Serbia

The ninth issue
of the Balkan Print Forum News will be
published at the end of November, 2010.

